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1
About Smart Tags
Smart tags provides a mechanism for PS group Administrators to organize, search, and filter the volumes 
in their groups. Volumes can be tagged with new or predefined tags, and a volume can have more than 
one tag associated to it. This feature makes it easier for the group administrator to manage a group with a 
large number of volumes.

The two tags used are simple tags and extended tags/tag with values. A simple tag is a tag that has no 
values, for example, the simple tag “backup” will provide you with enough information to let anyone 
reading that volume to know it is used as a backup volume without going into further detail. An extended 
tag or tag with values will let you use a main tag and a value, for example, using the extended tag 
“applications” and the value “Sharepoint” to let you know that the volume information is used within that 
application.

Within the group manager only Group administrators are allowed to create, rename, and delete tags. 
However, administrators with write privileges for the volume may assign tags to the volume.

Smart Tags Features
Table 1. Smart Tags Features

Actions Description

View tags (option 1) Select a volume to display all the tags associated 
with that volume.

View volumes (option 2) Select a tag to display all the volumes associated to 
that tag.

Associate a tag to a volume PS Group Administrators can associate an existing 
tag to a volume.

Disassociate a tag from a volume PS Group Administrators can disassociate a tag 
from a volume, however, the tag is not deleted.

Create a tag name Create a new simple tag or a new tag with values.

Create a tag value Create a new tag value for an existing extended tag 
or simple tag. A simple tag will have no values 
associated with it and an extended tag will have 
one or more values associated to it.

Rename a tag Rename the tag name.

Rename a tag value Rename the value for a tag.

Delete a tag name Delete a tag name, after the name is deleted, it will 
no longer be associated to any volumes.

Delete a value Delete a value for a tag. Once the value is deleted, 
it will no longer be associated to any volumes.
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NOTE: Renaming a tag or tag value does not impact the volume association for the tag or tag value.

Predefined Smart Tags

Smart tags include a set of predefined tags for the purpose of giving the user a quick start to using the 
feature. These tags can be edited and deleted.

NOTE: If the predefined tags are edited and/or deleted, there is no mechanism to restore them.

Table 2. Predefined Object Tags

Predefined Tag Description

Applications Tag your volume based off the application you 
define the volume with. The application tag name 
has predefined values listed for the user to pick 
from:

• Database-Server

• File-Server

• FTP

• Mail-Server

• Sharepoint

Backup Select this tag name to associate your volume with 
a backup tag name.

Desktops Select this tag name to associate your volume with 
a specific desktop.

Location Select this tag name to associate your volume with 
a specific location. The location tag name has 
predefined values:

• New York

• London

• Shanghai

Virtualization Select this tag name to associate your volume with 
a virtualization tag name.
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2
About Compression of Snapshots and 
Replicas
You can enable compression of snapshots and/or replicas to decrease the amount of space used by data 
to which you do not need access. For example, compressing snapshot data is an excellent way to use 
minimal space while making this data available for backup or recovery purposes.

Compression is disabled by default on Dell EqualLogic arrays, because once you start compression you 
are not able to cancel, only suspend the action.

There are important considerations to keep in mind, as you determine when to start compression:

• You must be running supported firmware on a PS6210 or PS6610 array.

• You can start, suspend, and resume compression, but you cannot cancel the operation when it has 
started.

• When compression is paused, new snapshots are not compressed and previous compressed 
snapshots remained compressed.

• When compressed data is moved from one array to another (i.e. during a “vacate” action) the data 
must be rehydrated. This is often a permanent condition, though it may be eligible for compression if 
it’s new destination supports it.

NOTE: Compressed data is not accessible. In order to use snapshot data which has been 
compressed, for example, you will need to rehydrate it. See “Rehydration Policy” for more 
information.

Compression Prerequisites

Before you start compression, be sure the following conditions are met:

• You must be running supported firmware on a PS6210 or PS6610 array.

• The array has compression capable hardware.

• Compression has been started on the array.

• The compression capable array limit has not yet been exceeded.

NOTE: Upon starting compression, there may be a time delay for compression to begin on eligible 
snapshots.
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Member Compression States
This table describes the possible member compression states.

Table 3. Member Compression States

Member State Description

No-Capable-Hardware Compression cannot be enabled on this member 
due to its hardware capabilities.

Not Started Compression has never been successfully enabled 
on this member.

Running Compression is currently running on this member.

Suspended Compression has previously been enabled and is 
now paused.

Unknown The current state of the member (suspended or 
running) is indeterminate due to a member offline 
or an internal error condition.

NOTE: This status will only be visible within 
the pool area.

Compression Statistics

You can view volume compression statistics that represent and track compressed data for each snapshot.

The three main statistics used in compression are:

• Expanded/uncompressed size: amount of snapshot data a volume can hold when fully hydrated.

• Compressed size: amount of disk space consumed by the expanded size.

• Space savings: describes the space savings achieved by compression.

Example: When a snapshot is online and compressed data is read, it is automatically rehydrated; a 
condition which will not likely change the volume compression statistics. If the snapshot data is accessed 
often enough, it may change the eligibility of the data to be compressed. If compression eligibility 
changes, the rehydration could become permanent and the change would be reflected in the volume 
compression statistics.

Rehydration Policy: Snapshots

Rehydration is the process whereby data that has been compressed becomes uncompressed and 
accessible. Rehydration happens automatically, with no action required from you; however, you have the 
option to initiate rehydration in a few instances. You can, for example, rehydrate snapshot volumes in 
order to release compressed snapshot data so it is available for use. Use the volume move and member 
move/vacate options to release compressed snapshot data.

During rehydration, data is uncompressed by one array and moved to another, during which time the 
compressed data is deleted.
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Considerations to keep in mind:

• Any time compressed data is accessed it may be rehydrated.

• Rehydration does not require action from you. It happens automatically, because the firmware is 
configured in such a way that the array takes the correct actions so you always have access to your 
data.

• The only time data is immediately rehydrated is when you roll back to a compressed snapshot.

Rehydration can be temporary or permanent, depending on certain conditions. Snapshot data is always 
accessible in the sense that any snapshot, even one containing compressed data, can be read. While the 
array rehydrates the data at the point of the read (which may yield a slightly delayed response), it also 
maintains a cache of the uncompressed data. When the data is moved out of this cache, the array 
firmware determines whether to make the rehydration permanent.

NOTE: Rehydration is enforced by how data is accessed. Accessing non-compressed data in a 
volume containing compressed data will not trigger rehydration of the volume.
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3
About Snapshot Space Borrowing
Snapshot space borrowing enables the system to temporarily increase the available snapshot space for a 
volume by borrowing from other sources.

If borrowed space is needed for other functions, the firmware might delete snapshots that are borrowing 
space. Because of this potential deletion, you should always be aware of when snapshots are borrowing 
space.

NOTE: Borrowed space is intended to help during peaks of activity when more space is needed 
temporarily. It does not take the place of carefully provisioning snapshot reserves.

A regular (standard) volume has a fixed volume reserve; this volume reserve for regular volumes does not 
change when its usage increases. With a thin-provisioned volume, the system automatically increases 
volume reserve as more data is written to that volume. As the volume reserve increases, so does the 
allotted snapshot space for that volume.

Snapshot borrowing allows a thin-provisioned volume to keep its snapshots when snapshot reserve 
shrinks due to volume unmapping. When a volume is unmapped, the volume reserve shrinks; because 
snapshot reserve is a percentage of volume reserve, snapshot reserve also shrinks.

Control Snapshot Space Borrowing

You can control whether or not a volume is allowed to borrow space for snapshots. Snapshot space 
borrowing enables you to temporarily increase the available snapshot space for a volume by borrowing 
space from other sources. Borrowing can help prevent the oldest snapshots from potentially being 
deleted when the volume’s allocated snapshot reserve is depleted.

To control snapshot space borrowing for existing volumes:

1. Click Volumes.

2. Expand Volumes and then select the volume name.

3. In the Snapshots section of the Activities panel, select Modify Snapshot Settings.

4. Click the Defaults tab.

5. In the Snapshot Space Reserve section, specify a value (in percent) for the snapshot reserve (the 
default value is 100 percent).

6. In the Volume Settings panel, navigate to the Snapshot Space Recovery section.

7. Select Delete Oldest Snapshot or Set volume offline.

NOTE: Snapshot space borrowing cannot be enabled if the Set volume offline option is 
selected under Snapshot Space Recovery. The Delete Oldest Snapshot option enables 
snapshot space borrowing.

NOTE: You cannot select Set volume offline for recovery volumes.
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8. Make sure that the Borrow snapshot space as needed checkbox is selected in the Snapshot Space 
Recovery section. To disable snapshot space borrowing, uncheck the box.

NOTE: You can also control snapshot space borrowing under the Group Configuration 
Defaults tab. Settings specified here apply to newly created volumes only, not to existing 
volumes.

About Space Borrowing

Space borrowing includes snapshot space borrowing and replication borrowing.

(For more information about these borrowing methods, see About Snapshot Space Borrowing and About 
Replication Borrowing.)

PS Series firmware v8.0 provides the following borrowing capabilities:

• Extends the existing snapshot and local replica borrowing capability to enable borrowing from unused 
delegated space

• Provides borrowing to remote replicas so that they can borrow space beyond their replica reserve 
(similar to snapshot borrowing)

Space is potentially available for borrowing from the following areas:

• Unused snapshot and replication reserves

• Unused delegated space

• Free space

You should be aware of the following restrictions regarding space borrowing:

• Borrowed space is intended to help during peaks of activity when more space is needed temporarily. 
It does not take the place of carefully provisioning reserves.

• Remote replicas can borrow beyond their associated remote replica reserve, but the total amount of 
reserve space must still fit within the delegated space.

• When necessary, the system will automatically delete an object that is borrowing space. Any objects 
in borrowed space are considered to be “at risk.”

Benefits of Space Borrowing

Space borrowing provides the following benefits:

• Eases the effects of setting reserves either too high or too low, and helps alleviate the pressure of 
predicting reserve usage accurately, especially if this usage changes frequently.

• Allows snapshots and replicas to borrow enough space to hold the copies that would otherwise be 
deleted. As long as the pool has enough unused space to borrow, the copy can borrow space to 
satisfy the max-keep policy.

The borrowing capabilities added for v8.0 can help in the following situations:

• If a volume’s snapshot reserve or replica reserve is set too high or too low:

– Too high – The system considers the unused snapshot and replica reserve as “borrowable” space, 
which is then available to other volumes whose reserves were set too low. This flexibility 
accommodates volumes whose IO patterns caused the volume reserves to be exceeded and 
better utilizes the available space.
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– Too low – The system allows snapshots and replicas to borrow space, which maintains the max-
keep policy. Older snapshots and replicas will not need to be deleted if the system can borrow 
space for them.

• If replica reserve is configured to be too small or too large:

– Too small – The system allows the replicas to borrow from outside their replica reserve, which 
maintains the max-keep policy.

– Too large – The system enables other snapshots and replica sets in the pool to borrow the unused 
space.

Displaying Space-Borrowing Information

The Group Manager GUI can help you monitor borrowed space on your system. To see borrowing 
information, either:

• Click Group, then Borrowed Space.

NOTE: This display applies only to the space in the pool that is available for borrowing, not to all 
of the space in the pool. Volume reserve and storage containers do not appear in the tables 
because that space cannot be borrowed.

• Click the Total borrowed space link from either the Group Disk Space panel or the Pool Disk Space 
panel.
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You can also see these statistics through several CLI commands. Refer to the Dell EqualLogic Group 
Manager CLI Reference Guide for more information.

Using Space-Borrowing Information

Using information displayed in the GUI, you can see how space borrowing is affecting your system and 
answer the following questions:

1. Have I set my reserves too high or too low?

2. Am I benefiting from the borrowing feature?

3. Are any objects at risk of being deleted because they are borrowing space?

4. How much space can I use without causing objects within borrowed space to be deleted?

The information on the Borrowed Space screen can help answer these questions. See the following table.

Question Answer

Reserves too high or too 
low?

To determine if you have set the reserves too high or too low, you can see 
whether or not any object is borrowing and also the extent of the borrowing.

For each volume or replica set, you can see the amount of space reserved 
and the amount of space in use. The amount of in-use space includes the 
amount of space that the snapshot or replica is borrowing. To determine 
whether the reserves are set appropriately, you should continually monitor 
the volume’s snapshot or replica borrowing.

Any benefits from 
borrowing?

For objects that are borrowing space, you can monitor the number of 
snapshots or replicas to determine whether the [desired] number of them are 
being retained. Various GUI displays and CLI commands enable you to see 
this information.
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Question Answer

The GUI displays indicate on a per-pool basis whether borrowing is occurring 
and the extent of the borrowing. Additionally, you can see if a particular 
object is borrowing and whether replica sets on a partner are borrowing.

Any objects at risk of 
being deleted?

You can determine if any objects are at risk of being deleted by monitoring 
whether an object is borrowing space. If no borrowing is occurring, the 
object is not at risk.

Any objects at risk of 
being deleted as the 
result of using too much 
space?

To determine whether an object is at risk of being deleted, you can compare 
the amount of a resource that is being borrowed (such as snapshot reserve, 
replication reserve, or free pool space) to the amount that is not being used.

Borrowed Space Pane
The Borrowed Space pane displays information showing whether different objects on your system are 
using borrowed space and how much space is being borrowed. This information can help you monitor 
space usage on your system and maintain your max-keep policy.

The information appears under the Local Space and Remote Delegated Space tabs (see Borrowed Space 
pane, Borrowed Space pane, and Borrowed Space pane for more details). The panel at the top shows the 
most general information. The lower panels show more specific information. The pie charts, tables, and 
bullet graphs in each panel show the same type of information.

The links in the Activities pane change depending on what is selected under the tab.

Table 4. Borrowed Space Pane

Tab Description

Local Space Displays borrowing information for the following objects that can borrow 
space:

• Snapshots – Total amount of space borrowed for snapshots (middle 
table) and the amount of space each volume’s snapshots are borrowing 
(bottom table)

• Replica sets – Total amount of space borrowed on this partner for 
inbound replica sets (middle table) and the amount of space each 
volume’s replica set is borrowing (bottom table)

• Local replicas – Total amount of space borrowed for local replicas of 
outbound replica sets (middle table) and the amount of space each 
volume’s local replicas are borrowing (bottom table)

• Deleted volumes – Total amount of space borrowed for deleted volumes 
(middle table) and the amount of space each deleted volume is borrowing 
(bottom table)

Remote Delegated 
Space

Displays borrowing information for the following objects that can borrow 
space:

• Replica sets – Total amount of space borrowed on the secondary partner 
for outbound replica sets (top table) and the amount of space each replica 
set is borrowing (bottom table)
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Table 5. Local Space Tab

Panel Description

Borrowed space by storage 
pool

Displays information about the storage pools on the group. The 
information is shown in the following categories:

• Storage pool and resource – Each storage pool on the group and its 
associated resources

• Total – Amount of space being used on each storage pool and its 
associated resources, but does not include the total amount of 
space allocated to volume reserves

• Used as designated – Total amount of allocated reserves being used 
for the objects in the pool

• Borrowed – Amount of space being borrowed for each storage pool 
and its resources

• Unused – Amount of space on each storage pool and resource that 
is still available

• All pools – Amount of space being used in each category for all 
storage pools on the group and their associated resources

Object types in pool “pool” 
that can borrow space

Displays information about object types in the specified pool that can 
borrow space. The information is shown in the following categories:

• Object type – Information about eligible objects by type: snapshots, 
deleted volumes, local replicas (outbound), and replica sets 
(inbound)

• Total reserves – Amount of total reserve space allocated for each 
type of object

• Total size – Amount of space being used for each type of object

• Reserves used – Amount of reserve space being used for each type 
of object

• Space Borrowed – Amount of space being borrowed for each type 
of object

• All types – Amount of space being used in each category by all of 
the object s on the group that are borrowing space

Objects in pool “pool” that 
can borrow space (n)

Displays information about all objects in the specified pool or only those 
that are borrowing space. The information is shown in the following 
categories:

• Volume – Names of the objects on the selected pool

• Object type – Types of objects on each volume that can borrow 
space (snapshots, local replicas, replica sets, and soft-deleted 
volumes)

• Total reserves – Amount of space allocated for each object type on 
the volume

• Total size – Amount of space being used for each object type on the 
volume

• Reserves used – Amount of reserved space being used for each 
object type on the volume

• Space Borrowed – Amount of space being borrowed for each object 
type on the volume
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Table 6. Remote Delegated Space Tab

Panel Description

Delegated space by 
replication partner

Displays information about the replication partners for the group. The 
information is shown in the following categories:

• Partner – Name of each partner on the secondary group

• Delegated space – Amount of delegated space allocated on each 
partner.

If the total size of the replicas is greater than the total size of the 
delegated space, then the replica sets are borrowing outside of 
delegated space. Borrowing space helps temporarily, but it does not 
take the place of carefully provisioning reserves. Also, any objects 
that are borrowing space are at risk of being deleted by the system.

• Total replica reserves – Amount of space allocated for replicas on 
each partner

• Total size of replicas – Amount of space being used for replicas on 
each partner

• Reserves used – Amount of reserved space being used for replicas 
on each partner

• Space Borrowed – Amount of space being borrowed for replicas on 
each partner

• Last updated – Last time the secondary group communicated with 
the primary group

• All partners – Amount of space being used in each category on all 
partners

Replica sets on partner “group 
(n)”

Displays information about all of the replica sets on the group or only 
those replica sets that are borrowing space. The information is shown in 
the following categories:

• Volume – Name of the replica sets on the selected partner

• Number of replicas – Number of replicas in the replica set

• Total reserves – Amount of space allocated for replicas on the 
volume

• Total size – Amount of space being used for replicas on the volume

• Reserves used – Amount of reserved space being used for replicas 
on the volume

• Space Borrowed – Amount of space borrowed for replicas on the 
volume

• Total – Amount of space being used in each category for all volumes

About Replication Borrowing

Replication borrowing allows you to temporarily increase the available replication space for a volume by 
borrowing space from other sources. By allowing replicas to borrow beyond their configured reserve, this 
available space is utilized more efficiently and the max-keep policy is maintained.

Keep the following considerations about replication borrowing in mind:

• All members in a group must be running Group Manager firmware version 8.0 or later. Replication 
borrowing does not work in environments running mixed versions of the firmware.
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• Replication borrowing is always enabled and happens automatically.

Example of Replication Borrowing

Replication requires a replica reserve that is sufficiently large enough to hold all of the replicas that you 
want to keep. For a volume that is scheduled to replicate once per day with a max-keep of 3, if the replica 
reserve is set too high, a lot of space will not be used. This underutilization of space might lead you to 
reduce the reserve to hold only three days of replication data.

Previous to v8.0, writing a significant amount of data to a volume might result in the day’s replica being 
unusually large. The size of this replica might be so large that older replicas are deleted from the replica 
set, which means that the replica set no longer retains three replicas.

In v8.0, replication borrowing allows replica sets to borrow enough space to hold the replicas that would 
otherwise be deleted. As long as the pool has enough unused space to borrow, the replica set can 
borrow space to maintain the max-keep policy.

After a few days of normal I/O activity, the max-keep policy will eventually delete the large replica for 
which space needed to be borrowed. The remaining replicas will probably fit within the replica reserve, 
and the replica set might not need to borrow space any longer.
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4
About Delegated Space and Replica 
Reserve
Replicas are stored in space that the secondary group delegates to the primary group.

For example, if you want to replicate GroupA volumes and GroupB volumes to GroupC, GroupC must 
delegate space to GroupA and GroupB. See Delegated Space.

Figure 1. Delegated Space

The secondary group administrator delegates space to the primary group when configuring the group as 
a replication partner. The administrator can modify the partner configuration and increase or decrease 
delegated space as needed.

When the primary group administrator configures a volume for replication, a portion of that delegated 
space is reserved for the volume. This space, called replica reserve, limits the number of replicas for that 
volume that you can keep on the secondary group. You can modify the volume replication configuration 
and increase or decrease the replica reserve value as needed. (Note that replication borrowing can also 
affect the size of the reserve. See About Replication Borrowing for more information.)

To determine the correct amount of space that the secondary group needs to delegate to the primary 
group, you must obtain the replica reserve requirement for each primary group volume that you are 
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replicating to the secondary group. Replica reserve is based on a percentage of the volume’s volume 
reserve.

Manage Space Delegated to a Partner

You can modify the space delegated to a partner, subject to the following restrictions:

• You cannot decrease the space delegated to a lower capacity than is currently reserved for the 
partner’s replicas.

• The Pool Space table shows how pool space is currently used and how much space is used after the 
change.

If more than one pool is configured to have delegated space, the first row of the table shows the 
overall statistics for delegated space usage across all pools. The lower rows show this information for 
the currently selected pool.

If the new delegated space exceeds the capacity of a pool, the color of the table cell showing free 
pool space changes to red.

To modify the space delegated to a partner:

1. Click Replication and expand the replication partner.

2. Click Volume Replication.

3. In the Activities panel, click Manage delegated space to open the Manage Delegated Space dialog 
box.

4. Enter the new delegated space value. (If the group has more than one pool, you can specify a new 
value for each one, as needed.)

5. Click OK.
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5
About NAS Thin Provisioning
Thin provisioning technology enables you to more efficiently allocate storage space, while still meeting 
application and user storage needs. With a thin-provisioned NAS container, space is allocated based on 
actual container data usage, enabling you to “over-provision” NAS cluster storage space (provision more 
space than what is physically available).

When NAS containers are thin-provisioned, NAS cluster storage space is consumed only when data is 
physically written to the NAS container, not when the NAS container is initially allocated. When data is 
written to a container, it initially fills or consumes reserved space. When reserved space is exhausted, it 
begins to consume unreserved (thin-provisioned) space.

Thin-provisioning offers the flexibility to provision NAS clusters to account for future increases in usage. 
However, because it is possible for the storage space used by the NAS container to exceed the storage 
space allocated to the NAS cluster, you should monitor available capacity to ensure that the NAS reserve 
always has sufficient free space available.

You can also specify a portion of the NAS container (Reserved Space) that is dedicated to the NAS 
container (no other container can take the space). The total Reserved Space of all NAS containers cannot 
exceed the available capacity of the NAS cluster. If a file is deleted from an unreserved portion of a thin-
provisioned NAS container, the free space as seen in the NAS cluster increases. The freed up capacity is 
also visible and available to clients in the CIFS shares or NFS exports.

About NAS Containers

To provision NAS storage, you can create multiple NAS containers in a NAS cluster.   In a NAS container, 
you can create multiple CIFS shares and NFS exports. Access to shares and exports is through a one or 
more NAS cluster virtual IP addresses. 

The number and size of the NAS containers in a NAS cluster depend on the storage needs of your NAS 
clients and applications. You can increase or decrease the size of a NAS container as needed.

In addition, NAS containers:

• Have robust security mechanisms

• Support user and group quotas

• Support snapshots for data protection

• Support NDMP for remote backups

• Support replication to remote FS Series NAS clusters for disaster tolerance

• Support Thin Provisioning

You can create a single, large NAS container, or you can create many NAS containers. Creating multiple 
NAS containers enables you to apply different management policies to the NAS containers, as required by 
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the clients. For example, you can apply different backup, snapshot, security, and quota policies to the 
NAS containers.

Table 7. Callout Descriptions

Callout 
Number

Description

1 FS Series NAS appliance

Two (physical) NAS controllers (housed in pairs within a 2U appliance) that interface 
over a fabric to the PS Series SAN storage.

2 NAS container

Total amount of available storage space allocated for NAS shares.

When you create a NAS container, CIFS share, or NFS export, the NAS cluster applies default values.

NAS Container Storage Space Terminology

The following table defines terminology used in Group Manager related to NAS container storage space.

Term Description

Size Maximum size of NAS container defined by the storage administrator.

Used Space Storage space occupied by writes to the NAS container (user data and snapshots).

Reserved Space A portion of a thin-provisioned NAS container that is dedicated to the NAS 
container (no other container can take the space). The amount of reserved space is 
specified by the storage administrator. Reserved space is used before unreserved 
space.
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Term Description

Unreserved Space A portion of a thin-provisioned NAS container that is not reserved (other containers 
can take the space). The amount of unreserved space for a NAS container is the 
NAS container size minus the reserved space in the NAS container..

Available Space Storage space that is physically available for the NAS container. The available space 
for a NAS container is the amount of unused NAS container space (reserved and 
unreserved), provided that there is free space in the NAS reserve.

Overcommitted 
Space

A portion of a thin-provisioned NAS container that is not available and not in use by 
the NAS container. The overcommitted space for a NAS container is the amount of 
space allocated (not necessarily reserved) to thinly provisioned containers that 
exceeds the available cluster free space. With thin-provisioning enabled, storage 
space is consumed only when data is physically written to the NAS container, not 
when the NAS container is initially allocated. This means more storage space can 
be allocated to the NAS container than has been allocated in the NAS container 
itself.

Snapshot space Storage space occupied by snapshots of a NAS container.

Data Reduction 
Savings

Storage space reclaimed as a result of data reduction processing.

.

Enable Thin Provisioning On a Container

To enable thin-provisioning on a container:

1. Select the NAS container

2. Click Modify Settings

3. Click the Space tab to open the Default NAS Container Settings

4. Check the Thin Provision box

5. Move the slider (arrow below gray bar) to the desired space reservation values

6. Click OK.

NOTE: The NAS clusterwide default values are applied when new containers are created.

Thin-Provisioned Container Attributes

Characteristics of thin-provisioned containers:

• Thin provisioning is disabled by default

• Minimum reserve is 0% to 99%, default is 0% (reserved space is equal to used space)

• Maximum size for thin-provisioned container is 500TB

• The amount of space reserved for a container is either the minimum reserve or the actual used space, 
whichever is larger

• Space consumption grows linearly with used space when usage exceeds the minimum reserve
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Disable Thin Provisioning On a Container

To disable thin-provisioning on a container:

1. Select the NAS container

2. Click Modify Settings

3. Click the Defaults tab to open the Default NAS Container Settings

4. Uncheck the Thin Provision box. The space reservation slider is now cleared.

5. Click OK..
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6
About Data Rehydration
When you disable data reduction, data remains in its reduced state during subsequent read operations by 
default. You now have the option to enable rehydrate-on-read when disabling data reduction. Enabling 
rehydrate-on-read causes a rehydration (reversal of data reduction) of data on subsequent read 
operations. You cannot rehydrate an entire NAS volume, although you could accomplish this by reading 
the entire NAS volume.

NOTE: Rehydrating data affects performance and disk storage space utilization, because the data 
blocks are rendered on the disk in their original form.

NOTE: Neither Data Reduction nor Data Rehydration will occur on containers with less than 5GB of 
free space.

Rehydrate on Read with User Quotas

If you defined user quotas based on logical space utilization, those quotas remain in force throughout 
rehydration of the reduced data. For example, if three users have stored files of size 3GB in the same 
container, and all of those files are identical, the physical space occupied will be around 3GB instead of 
9GB after applying data reduction. The logical space utilization will be 3GB for each user. If each of those 
users have a user quota set to 4GB each, then each of them can store only 1GB of additional data.

Enable Rehydrate on Read
NOTE: You must be logged in as grpadmin to enable Rehydrate on read on an existing NAS 
container.

1. Click NAS.

2. Expand Local Containers and select a container.

3. In the Activities panel, click Modify settings. The Modify Settings dialog box appears.

4. Select the Data Reduction tab.

5. Uncheck the Enable data reduction checkbox to display the Rehydrate on read option.

6. Check the Rehydrate on read checkbox, and click OK.

A confirmation window is displayed.

7. Click yes to confirm.

The Data Reduction Settings are shown at the bottom of the status information panel.
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Data Reduction Settings Panel
Table 8. Data Reduction Settings Panel

Title Field Description

Data Reduction

Data reduction Status of data reduction on the NAS container, either 
enabled or disabled.

Space savings Total space saved through data reduction on this NAS 
container. If data reduction is not enabled, space saving 
is 0MB.

Rehydrate on read Indicates whether Rehydrate on read is enabled or 
disabled. Appears only if container was previously 
reduced and data reduction is currently disabled.

Data Reduction Policy

Deduplication Status of deduplication on the NAS container if data 
reduction is enabled. Deduplication increases storage 
space efficiency with both text and binary files, such as 
audio and video files.

Compression Status of compression on the NAS container. Use 
compression with text files to increase storage space 
efficiency. Compression does not increase storage 
space efficiency with binary files, such as audio and 
video files. The default setting is disabled.

File access time filter The access time is the minimum number of days that 
must pass since the file was last accessed before the file 
can be data reduced. This value must be in the range of 
30 to 365, inclusive. By default, this value is 30 days. The 
status of the filter is listed as File filters…disabled 
if the ignore-filters option was set through the CLI. If the 
status is File filters…disabled, any filters that have 

been configured through the GUI (or CLI) for Access 
Time or Modify Time have been disabled and all files are 
candidates for data reduction. Specifying the ignore-
filters flag enables data reduction on a container 

with archive data without waiting for the minimum 
Access Time/Modify Time data-reduction policy. Dell 
recommends that you not use this setting on containers 
with live data. That is, you should use this setting only on 
containers with archive data.

File modify time filter The modify time is the minimum number of days that 
must pass since the file was last modified before the file 
can be data reduced. This value must be in the range of 
30 to 365, inclusive. By default, this value is 30 days. The 
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Title Field Description

status of the filter is listed as File 
filters….disabled if the ignore-filters option was set 

through the CLI. If the status is File filters…
disabled, any filters that have been configured 

through the GUI (or CLI) for Access Time or Modify Time 
have been disabled and all files are candidates for data 
reduction. Specifying the ignore-filters flag enables 

data reduction on a container with archive data without 
waiting for the minimum Access Time/Modify Time 
data-reduction policy. Dell recommends that you not 
use this setting on containers with live data; that is, you 
should use this setting only on containers with archive 
data.

NAS Containers Panel
You can select the type of container information to display by selecting View:

• Overview

• Space

• Data Reduction

Table 9. Overview

Field Description

Container Name of the NAS container.

Type Container type. Possible values include:

• Local — Container that can be replicated

• Recovery — Container from which data can be restored

• Replica — Container on a destination replication partner cluster 
that contains replicated data from the source container

• Read-Only Replica — Replica container with read-only 
permissions

Total capacity Total capacity of the NAS container.

Total used Amount of NAS container space used.

Snapshot reserve Amount of space reserved for snapshots.If data reduction has been 
enabled on this container, snapshot reserve is permanently removed 
from this NAS container, and this value is not applicable.

Used by snapshots Amount of NAS container space used by snapshots.

Snapshots Number of snapshots saved for this container.

NFS exports Number of NFS exports on this NAS container.

CIFS shares Number of CIFS shares on this NAS container.

Replication partner Name of the replication partner for this container, if defined.
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Field Description

Data reduction Status of data reduction on the container. Possible values are:

• Enabled—Data reduction is currently enabled on the container. 
Select the Enable data reduction checkbox to activate the 
Modify policy button. Enabling data reduction permanently 
removes the snapshot reserve functionality from the NAS 
container.

• Disabled—Data reduction has never been enabled on the 
container. The snapshot reserve functionality is available.

• Was Enabled—Data reduction was previously enabled, but is not 
currently enabled on the container. The snapshot reserve 
functionality remains disabled on the container.

Table 10. Space

Field Description

Container Name of the container.

Type Container type. Possible values include:

• Local — Container that can be replicated

• Recovery — Container from which data can be restored

• Replica — Container on a destination replication partner cluster 
that contains replicated data from the source container

• Read-Only Replica — Replica container with read-only 
permissions

Total Capacity Total capacity of the NAS container.

Total used Amount of NAS container space used.

Total free space Amount of NAS container space not used.

Data reduction space savings Total space saved through data reduction on this NAS container.

Snapshot reserve Amount of space reserved for snapshots. If data reduction has been 
enabled on this container, snapshot reserve is permanently removed 
from this NAS container, and this value is not applicable.

Free snapshot reserve Amount of snapshot reserve not used by snapshots If data reduction 
has been enabled on this container, snapshot reserve is permanently 
removed from this NAS container, and this value is not applicable.

Table 11. Data Reduction

Field Description

Container Name of the NAS container.

Type Container type. Possible values include:

• Local—Container that can be replicated

• Recovery—Container from which data can be restored

• Replica—Container on a destination replication partner cluster 
that contains replicated data from the source container
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Field Description

• Read-Only Replica—Replica container with read-only 
permissions

Total capacity Total capacity of the container.

Data reduction Status of data reduction on the container. Possible values are:

• Enabled—Data reduction is currently enabled on the container. 
Select the Enable data reduction checkbox to activate the 
Modify policy button. Enabling data reduction permanently 
removes the snapshot reserve functionality from the NAS 
container.

Disabled—Data reduction has never been enabled on the 
container.

• Was Enabled—Data reduction was previously enabled, but is not 
currently enabled on the container. Select the Enable data 
reduction checkbox to activate the Modify policy button. 
Enabling data reduction permanently removes the snapshot 
reserve functionality from the NAS container.

Data reduction space savings Amount of space saved through data reduction.

Rehydrate on read Status of rehydrate on read. Possible values are:

• Enabled—Rehydrate on read is currently enabled on the 
container. Select the Data Reduction tab, then uncheck the 
Enable data reduction checkbox to enable.

• Disabled—Rehydrate on read is currently disabled on the 
container. Select the Data Reduction tab, then uncheck the 
Rehydrate on read checkbox to disable.

Compression Whether or not compression is configured for this container. 
Possible values are:

• Enabled—Compression is enabled on the container. Use 
compression with text files to increase storage space efficiency. 
Compression does not increase storage space efficiency with 
binary files, such as audio and video files.

• Disabled—Compression is not enabled on the container.

Access time filter Minimum time since the last access time before files on this 
container qualify for data reductionThe access time is the minimum 
number of days that must pass since the file was last accessed 
before the file can be data reduced. This value must be in the range 
of 30 to 365, inclusive. By default, this value is 30 days. The status of 
the filter is listed as File filters…disabled if the ignore-filters 

option was set through the CLI. If the status is File filters…
disabled, any filters that have been configured through the GUI (or 

CLI) for Access Time or Modify Time have been disabled and all files 
are candidates for data reduction. Specifying the ignore-filters 
flag enables data reduction on a container with archive data without 
waiting for the minimum Access Time/Modify Time data-reduction 
policy. Dell recommends that you not use this setting on containers 
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Field Description

with live data. That is, you should use this setting only on containers 
with archive data.

Modify time filter Minimum time since the last modify time before files on this 
container qualify for data reductionThe modify time is the minimum 
number of days that must pass since the file was last modified 
before the file can be data reduced. This value must be in the range 
of 30 to 365, inclusive. By default, this value is 30 days. The status of 
the filter is listed as File filters….disabled if the ignore-filters 

option was set through the CLI. If the status is File filters…
disabled, any filters that have been configured through the GUI (or 

CLI) for Access Time or Modify Time have been disabled and all files 
are candidates for data reduction. Specifying the ignore-filters 
flag enables data reduction on a container with archive data without 
waiting for the minimum Access Time/Modify Time data-reduction 
policy. Dell recommends that you not use this setting on containers 
with live data; that is, you should use this setting only on containers 
with archive data.

Create NAS Container Wizard 
The Create NAS Container wizard guides you through the process of creating a NAS container. This 
wizard includes the following screens:

• Container Name

• Data Reduction

• Space Settings

• Space Settings

• Create Share

• Summary

Table 12. Container Name Tab

Field Description Shortcut

Name Container name from 1 to 230 characters plus underscores. 
The name must begin with a letter or underscore, and cannot 
include a space or begin with a number.

Alt+M

Table 13. Data Reduction Tab

Field Description Shortcut

Learn More link Displays information about data reduction efficiency 
considerations to help you decide if data reduction is the 
most efficient use of your disk storage space.

None

Enable data 
reduction

Enabling data reduction will analyze files to determine if 
multiple copies for a file or a portion of a file can be saved in 
a more efficient format.

Alt+E
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Field Description Shortcut

Modify Policy 
button

Defines the type of data reduction to use and sets filters to 
determine when files are considered for data reduction.

Data deduplication is always enabled in the data reduction 
policy; it increases storage space efficiency with both text 
and binary files.

ALT+M

Rehydrate on read Controls rehydration of data on read attempts after 
deduplication is turned off. When enabled, Rehydrate on read 
causes the deduplicated data in the container to be written in 
rehydrated form on first read.

None

Table 14. Space Settings Tab

Field Description Shortcut

Size NAS container size. After creating a NAS container, you can 
increase the NAS container size as needed.  You can also 
decrease the size of a NAS container in the Size field or use 
the Group Manager CLI

Alt+S 

Thin provision Checkbox to enable thin provisioning.

Snapshot Reserve Percentage of the NAS container size to be allocated for 
snapshot reserve. The snapshot reserve is the amount of 
space that will be used for storing snapshots. By default, the 
snapshot reserve is 50 percent of the volume reserve.

This field is available only if you do not enable data reduction 
on the NAS container.

Alt+R

Container reported 
size

Slider that controls reservation — default is 0 percent 
reservation. Uses two color schemes to differentiate free 
space from unreserved space.

NAS container size 
in-use warning limit

Graphic representation of the NAS container. Sliding the 
triangular indicator on the bottom of this representation 
modifies the in-use warning limit, the percentage of 
NAS container space that must be in use before the group 
issues an alert. By default, this limit is 80 percent.

None

Table 15. Create Share Tab

Field Description Shortcut

Do not create share Does not create a CIFS share. Use this option if you want to 
create a basic CIFS share, on which you can enable the 
antivirus service or the Access Control List (ACL).

Alt+D

Create NFS export Creates an NFS export. UNIX users access NAS storage 
through the NFS protocol. You must modify the NFS export 
to change the default values for client access, permission, or 
trusted users.

This option requires the following information:

Alt+R

Alt+E

Alt+X
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Field Description Shortcut

Export Name — Name of the NFS export. This name can 
contain up to 63 characters, including letters, numbers, and 
underscores.

Exported Directory — Directory to export. This directory is the 
name an NFS client uses to mount the NFS export. The name 
can contain 256 characters, including one preceding slash. 
The full path for an NFS export can contain up to 511 
characters, including additional slashes, and is in the format: 
<FS76x0_IP_address or DNS_Name>:/<container_name>/
<exported_directory>.

Create CIFS share Creates a CIFS share. Windows users access NAS storage 
through the CIFS protocol.

This option requires the following information:

Share Name — Name of the CIFS share. The client uses this 
name to mount the share. This name can contain up to 
24 characters, including letters, numbers, $ (dollar sign), and 
underscores, and is in the format: <FS76x0_IP_address or 
DNS_Name>\<Share_Name>. You cannot modify the share 
name.

Shared Directory — Directory to share. The directory name 
can contain up to 256 characters, including one preceding 
slash. The full path for a CIFS share can contain up to 511 
characters, including additional slashes.

Alt+I

 

Alt+S

Alt+H

NOTE: If an antivirus server has been configured on the NAS cluster, shares created will inherit the 
antivirus settings enabled for that share.

The Summary screen displays the settings you selected for the NAS container. If you enabled data 
reduction, the snapshot reserve is reported as not applicable and data reduction is reported as enabled.

Table 16. Summary

Field Description

Copy Copy contents of the Summary screen to the clipboard. Use this copy to save the 
information ina text file, such as Notepad, for future reference.
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7
Access-based Enumeration
By using the Access-based Enumeration feature, you can access files and folders in a share that have 
sufficient permissions on the basis of files and folders ACLs themselves. A user can view only files for 
which the user has enough permissions to access (for example, read-only access). The user will not be 
able to see the files to which access is not permitted.

Access-based Enumeration provides ease of use to the users and reduce security risks where users are 
not even allowed to view the data that they are not allowed to access.

NOTE: To enable or disable the access-based enumeration feature, you must have the grpadmin 
privileges.

This granular level access control is managed by using Access Control List (ACL). ACL is a set of data that 
defines the access rights a file folder has on a CIFS share.

NOTE: To edit your ACL rules on files and folders located on the NAS server (FluidFS, you must use 
Microsoft Management Console 3.0 (MMC 3.0) and later versions.

You can also enable access-based enumeration from the Group Manager CLI. For more information 
about the CLI commands, see the Dell EqualLogic Group Manager Command Line Interface Reference 
Guide available at the support site.

Enabling Access-based Enumeration on Newly Created 
CIFS Shares
You must always create a CIFS share inside a NAS container, which hosts one or more folders. For more 
information about creating and managing NAS containers, see Creating NAS Container and Enabling Data 
Reduction.

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

The Dell EqualLogic Group Manager page is displayed.

2. In the lower-left corner of left pane, click Manage NAS container and share ( ).

A list of NAS clusters is displayed in the upper-left corner of the left pane.

3. Double-click the NAS cluster to view a list of Local Containers.

4. Select the container in which you want to create a CIFS share.

Information about the container is displayed in the working pane under the Status tab.

5. To view a list of CIFS share available in the selected container, click CIFS Shares.

A list of CIFS shares available in the NAS container is displayed in the working pane.

6. In the Activities area, under Shares, click Create CIFS share. Else, right-click a container, and then 
select Create CIFS share.

The Create CIFS share dialog box is displayed.
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7. In General settings, enter an appropriate name for the CIFS share and directory, and then select the 
Enable Access-based Enumeration option.

For information about the field descriptions, see the online help by clicking the question mark (?) 
symbol in the upper-right corner of the dialog box.

NOTE: The Next button in this dialog box appears not active till you enter data in the 
mandatory fields identified by an red asterisk (*).

8. Click Next.

The Antivirus Settings tab is displayed.

9. In Antivirus Settings, type or select appropriate data in the fields, and then click Next.

The Summary tab is displayed.

NOTE: The Antivirus Settings tab is displayed only if you have configured an anti-virus server to 
the NAS cluster. In the Antivirus Settings section, if Status displays not configured, it implies 
that you have not configured an anti-virus server for your NAS cluster. For information about 
configuring an anti-virus server, see About NAS Antivirus Servers.

10. In Summary, information is displayed about the CIFS share that will be created. Read the information 
and click Finish. To edit data, click Back.

NOTE: A CIFS share folder is created and displayed under the CIFS Shares tab. For information 
about the field descriptions, see the online help by clicking the question mark (?) symbol in the 
upper-right corner of the page.

General–Create CIFS Share

Field Description Shortcut

Name Type an appropriate name for the CIFS share folder. A CIFS 
share name can contain up to 24 characters, including 
letters, numbers, $ (dollar sign), and underscores. You 
cannot modify the CIFS share name.

NOTE: After you click OK in this dialog box and create 
a CIFS share, you cannot modify a CIFS share name. 
However, you can edit the Access-based Enumeration 
property and other antivirus-related properties.

Alt+M

Directory Indicates the location of the CIFS share in the NAS 
container. Type an appropriate file folder name. A directory 
name can contain 256 characters, including one backward 
slash (\). The full folder path for a CIFS share can contain up 
to 511 characters, including backward slashes.

Alt+D

Enable Access-based 
Enumeration

Select the option to enable the Access-based Enumeration 
feature. To disable, clear the option.

None

NAS Antivirus Settings–Create CIFS Share

NOTE: The Antivirus Settings tab is displayed and the Enable virus scanning option is selected by 
default only if you have configured an anti-virus server to the NAS cluster.
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Field Description Shortcut

Enable virus scanning Enables NAS antivirus scanning, if a NAS antivirus server is 
configured. For more information about configuring an anti-virus, 
see About NAS Antivirus Servers.

Alt+E

File extensions to 
exclude

Scans all file types except the file types specified. None

Add Adds a file extension to exclude. Do not include a period with the 
extension.

None

Modify Changes the selected extension. None

Delete Confirms that you want to delete the selected extension. None

Directory paths to 
exclude

Scans all directory paths except those directory paths specified. None

Add Specifies the directory path to exclude. Enter the path from the 
root of this share, including wildcard characters, if appropriate. 
Examples include:

• /users/images
• /transient/jan-201?
• /data/*/tmp

The path can contain up to 511 ASCII characters.

None

Modify Changes the selected extension. None

Delete Confirms that you want to delete the selected path. None

Large file handling Specifies the size of files to exclude from antivirus scanning. Units 
are MB, GB, or TB. To allow users to access large-sized files, 
select the Allow user access to unscanned files option.

Modifying Access-based Enumeration CIFS Share 
Properties

NOTE: To edit the Access-based Enumeration feature, you must have the administrator (grpadmin) 
privileges.

To edit the Access-based Enumeration CIFS share properties:

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the lower-left corner of left pane, click Manager NAS container and share ( ).

A list of NAS clusters is displayed in the upper-left corner of the left pane.

3. Double-click the NAS cluster to view a list of local containers.

4. Select the container in which you want to edit a CIFS share.

Information about the container is displayed in the working pane under the Status tab.
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5. To view a list of CIFS shares available in the selected container, click CIFS Shares.

A list of CIFS shares available in the NAS cluster is displayed in the working pane.

6. Select the CIFS share. In Activities, under Shares, click Modify CIFS share. Else, double-click the CIFS 
share in the working pane. The Modify CIFS share dialog box is displayed.

7. In the Modify CIFS share dialog box, edit the properties displayed in different tabs.

For information about the field descriptions, see the online help by clicking the question mark (?) 
symbol in the upper-right corner of the dialog box.

NOTE: You can enable the Access-based Enumeration feature on the newly created CIFS shares. 
For more information, see Enabling Access-based Enumeration on Newly Created CIFS Shares.

Properties of CIFS share folder is updated and displayed in the CIFS Shares section under the CIFS Shares 
tab. For information about the field descriptions, see the online help by clicking the question mark (?) 
symbol in the upper-right corner of the page.

Enabling Access-based Enumeration as a Default 
Property on NAS Cluster CIFS Shares

NOTE: The Access-based Enumeration feature can be enabled or disabled at the CIFS share level.

NOTE: To enable or disable the Access-based Enumeration feature as a default property at a 
container level, you must have the administrator (grpadmin) privileges.

To enable the Access-based Enumeration feature on all the newly created CIFS shares of a NAS cluster:

1. Log in as administrator to the Dell EqualLogic Group Manager.

2. In the left pane, click Group. 

A list of available groups is displayed.

3. Select the group that has the NAS cluster whose Access-based Enumeration feature must enabled 
by default.

4. Double-click the Group Configuration, and then select the NAS cluster whose default property 
must be enabled. 

In the working pane, under the General tab, the current settings of the NAS cluster is displayed.

5. Click the Defaults tab.

6. In the Default CIFS Share Settings section, select the Enable Access-based Enumeration option. 

7. In the upper-right corner, click the Save all changes icon ( ). 

NOTE: Only the CIFS shares created in a NAS container after setting this default property will have 
the Access-based Enumeration enabled by default. CIFS shares created before setting this property 
continue to possess the property set during their individual creation.
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8
NAS Container Data Reduction

NOTE: To configure and enable the data reduction feature on a NAS container, you must have the 
administrator (grpadmin) privileges.

Data reduction is a process that runs according to a schedule on each NAS container that has data 
reduction enabled. A policy that you define, determines whether or not a file qualifies for data reduction, 
on the basis of access and modification times of that file. The data reduction process analyzes files to 
determine if multiple copies of an individual file, or portions of a file, or blocks, can be saved in a more 
efficient format.

User quotas are enforced based on logical data size, not on the physical footprint of the data. If two users 
each have a copy of the same 1GB file, the physical footprint of the file is 1GB after data reduction, and 
both users use 1GB of their individual user quota. If data reduction is disabled, the user quota will 
continue to be enforced based on the logical space utilization until all the reduced data is rehydrated. 
Data reduction occurs only:

• During the time and days specified in a schedule.
• When a file has not been accessed or modified for the duration defined by the file filters in the data 

reduction policy.
NOTE: Enabling data reduction on a container permanently removes the snapshot reserve 
functionality for that container. Snapshot reserves cannot be enabled even if you later disable data 
reduction. Snapshots can still be manually created, deleted, and restored, and automatically deleted 
when the maximum number of snapshots to keep is exceeded.

Data reduction can be accomplished using two methods:

• Deduplication—Is applied whenever data reduction is enabled. Deduplication replaces qualified data 
with a pointer to a single copy of the duplicated block. Deduplication increases storage space 
efficiency with both text and binary files, such as audio and video files.

• Compression—Is applied only when compression is enabled as part of the data reduction policy. 
Compression occurs within files when individual blocks can be saved in a more efficient format than 
originally written. Use compression with text files to increase storage space efficiency. Compression 
does not increase storage space efficiency with binary files, such as audio and video files.

Deleting a reduced file will not result in additional free disk space on the container, unless the file being 
deleted is the last copy of that file. Free space gained from deleting the last copy of a file will not be 
available until the disk cleaner process cleans the file marked for deletion. Data reduction is performed on 
blocks in sizes of 128KB chunks. Space savings from data reduction are reported in MB units.

When you enable data reduction on a NAS container, default data reduction policy settings are applied to 
that container. You can modify the default policy settings or define other policy settings. The data 
reduction policy specifies if data compression is applied and determines if files qualify for data reduction 
based the last time they were accessed and modified. For more information about setting default values, 
see Creating NAS Cluster Default Data Reduction Properties.

Data reduction affects system performance. When a reduced file is accessed, the controller reads a copy 
of the deduplicated data and expands compressed data while the data is being sent to a client. Unless the 
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reduced data is modified, it remains reduced on the disk <HDD or VD?>. After data reduction is disabled, 
if the Rehydrate On Read feature is enabled and if there is at least 5GB of free space available on the 
container when data is read on the container, the data is expanded.

When deciding whether or not to enable data reduction, consider the storage resource and data 
reduction processing efficiency for your system infrastructure.

NAS Container—Data Reduction Methods

Data reduction is supported on a per-NAS-container basis to store data more efficiently. The Dell FluidFS 
cluster supports two types of data reduction:

• Deduplication—Performed on qualified data when data reduction is enabled on a NAS container. You 
cannot disable deduplication when data reduction is enabled. Deduplication (or dedupe) provides 
data reduction by eliminating redundant copies of data across files in a volume by keeping only one 
copy of unique deduplicated data. When the data is read, it is uncompressed and rehydrated in 
memory to its original form. The data on the <HDD or VD?> remains unchanged.

• Compression—Uses a Level Zero Processing System (LZPS) compression algorithm on already 
deduplicated data to further enhance data reduction. The next time the data is accessed, it is 
expanded and rehydrated, thereby returning to its original form. (To utilize this feature, when you 
create the NAS volume, first enable data reduction and then enable compression.)

Creating a NAS Container and Enabling Data Reduction
NOTE: To edit the Access-based Enumeration feature, you must have the administrator (grpadmin) 
privileges.

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the lower-left corner of left pane, click Manager NAS container and share ( ).

A list of NAS clusters is displayed in the upper-left corner of the left pane.

3. Select the NAS cluster in which you want to create a NAS container.

4. In the Activities area, click Create NAS Container. Else right-click a NAS cluster, and then select 
Create NAS Container.

5. In the Create NAS container dialog box, type the NAS container name in Name, click Next to view 
fields in the Data Reduction tab, and then enable data reduction feature on the NAS container.

For information about the field descriptions, see the online help by clicking the question mark (?) 
symbol in the upper-right corner of the dialog box.

6. Click Finish.

A NAS container is created and listed in the Local Containers section on the Local Container page.

Container Name

Field Description Shortcut

Name Name for the container. Container name can have 1–229 characters or 
underscores. The name must begin with a letter or underscore, and cannot 
include a space or begin with a number. Fewer characters are accepted for 

Alt+M
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Field Description Shortcut

this field if you enter the value as a Unicode character string, which takes 
up a variable number of bytes.

Data Reduction

Field Description Shortcut

Enable data 
reduction 1. Select the option to enable data reduction and analyze files 

to determine if multiple copies for a file or a portion of a file 
can be saved in a more efficient format. 

After you select the option, the Modify policy button is 
enabled. The following message is displayed indicating that 
if data reduction feature is enabled on this container, the 
disk space allocated for snapshot reserve will be withdrawn.

Enabling data reduction removes the snapshot 
reserve limit for this container permanently. 
Do you want to continue?

2. Appropriately click Yes or No. 

Alt+E

Rehydrate on 
Read

This option is displayed only if you disk space allocated to a CIFS 
share, and then enabled data reduction on it. For more 
information about this feature, see Rehydrating NAS Container 
Data.

Data reduction 
policy

By default, grayed-out. Lists the properties of current data 
reduction policy. Enabled after you select the Enable data 
reduction option.

None

Modify Policy NOTE: Enabled only after you select the Enable data 
reduction option.

Click to edit your data reduction policy. In the Modify Data 
Reduction Policy dialog box, type or select the following 
information.

• Enable Deduplication: Is grayed-out when data reduction is 
enabled. Performed on qualified data when data reduction is 
enabled on a NAS container. You cannot disable 
deduplication when data reduction is enabled. Deduplication 
(or dedupe) provides data reduction by eliminating redundant 
copies of data across files in a volume by keeping only one 
copy of unique deduplicated data. When the data is read, it is 
expanded and rehydrated in memory to its original form. Data 
on the disk space remains unchanged.

• Enable compression: Select the option to apply a Level Zero 
Processing System (LZPS) compression algorithm on an 
already- deduplicated data to further enhance data reduction. 
The next time data is accessed, it is expanded and rehydrated, 
thereby returning to its original form. (To utilize this feature, 
when you create a NAS volume, first enable data reduction, 
and then enable compression.)

ALT+M
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Field Description Shortcut

• Access time (30–365 days)–Minimum number of days that 
must pass after the file was last accessed before data on a file 
can be reduced. This value must be in the range of 30–365. 
After you type a value, save the settings by clicking the Save 
all change symbol in the upper-right corner.

• Modify time (30–365 days)–Mminimum number of days that 
must pass after the file was last modified before data on a file 
can be reduced. This value must be in the range of 30–365. 
After you type a value, save the settings by clicking Save all 
change symbol in the upper-right corner of the dialog box.

NOTE: The status of the filter is listed as File 
filters….disabled if the ignore-filters option was set through 
the CLI. If the status is File filters…disabled, any filters that 
have been configured through the GUI (or CLI) for Access 
Time or Modify Time have been disabled and all files are 
candidates for data reduction. Specifying the ignore-filters 
flag enables data reduction on a container with archive data 
without waiting for the minimum Access Time/Modify Time 
data-reduction policy. We recommend you to not use this 
setting on containers with live data. That is, you can use this 
setting only on containers with archived data.

Space Settings

Field Description Shortcut

Size
1. Indicates the disk space of a NAS container. Type an appropriate 

value. Specify the unit of measurement as MB, GB, or TB by 
appropriately selecting from the drop-down menu.

2. After you type data in the box, graphical representation in NAS 
container size <NAS container size> is automatically updated. For 
example, if you type 20 in the box, NAS container size <NAS 
container size> displays a green color-filled band. When a container 
is used for data storage, the used disk space is indicated by <which?> 
color.

After creating a NAS container, you can increase or decrease the NAS 
container size as needed.

NOTE: The minimum size of a container that you can create is 20MB.

• You can use the red inverted triangle, which acts as a slide rule to set 
the in-use warning limit.

• In-use warning limit displays messages when the usage of disk space 
reaches the maximum value set by using the slide rule. For example, if 
the disk space is set to 20GB and the in-use warning limit is set to 90%, 
a message is displayed when the usage reaches 0.90×20=18GB.

NOTE: By default, 80% of the container disk space is considered as 
the reserved space.

Alt+S
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Field Description Shortcut

For more information about thin-provisioning, see the “Thin Provisioning 
Space Settings” section in this guide.

NOTE: You can also use the Group Manager CLI to set these values. 
For more information about setting this value, see the Dell EqualLogic 
Group Manager Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference Guide 
available at the support site.

Thin 
provisioned

Select the option to enable the thin provisioning feature which helps you 
optimize your storage capacity. After you select this option, the green bar 
(NAS container size <NAS container size>) changes to a gray-filled bar 
indicating that the container is thin-provisioned, which will automatically 
allocate more disk space, if necessary.

????

NAS container 
size <NAS 
container> 
size>

Graphic representation of the NAS container. Sliding the inverted triangle 
in this bar modifies the in-use warning limit, in percentage of 
NAS container space that must be in use before the group issues an alert. 
By default, this limit is 80%.

N/A

Estimated 
changes in 
NAS <cluster 
name>

Indicates the estimated changes in the NAS cluster where the NAS 
container is currently created.

N/A

Minimum 
container 
reserve

Indicates the minimum disk space reserved on the NAS container.

Create Share

NOTE: This tab and its fields are displayed only if the thin-provisioning feature is enabled.

Field Description Shortcut

Do not 
create 
share

Click to not create a CIFS share. Use this option if you do not want to create a 
basic share folder.

Alt+D

Create 
NFS export

Click to create an NFS export. UNIX users access NAS container through the 
NFS protocol. You can modify an NFS export to change the default values for 
client access, permission, or trusted users.

Type the following information:

Export Name — Type a name for the new NFS export folder. This name can 
contain up to 63 characters, including letters, numbers, and underscores. 
After you create, you cannot modify the name of an NFS export.

Exported Directory —Directory to export. This directory is the name that an 
NFS client uses to mount the NFS export. The name can contain 256 
characters, including one preceding slash.

NOTE: After you create, you cannot modify the name of a directory.

Alt+R

Alt+E

Alt+X
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Field Description Shortcut

The full path for an NFS export can contain up to 511 characters, including 
additional forward slashes, and is in the format: <exported_directory>.

Create 
CIFS share

Click to create a CIFS share. Windows users access NAS container through 
the CIFS protocol.

Type the following information:

Share Name — Type a name for the new CIFS share. The client uses this 
name to mount the share. This name can contain up to 24 characters, 
including letters, numbers, $ (dollar sign), and underscores, and is in the 
format: <Share_Name>.

NOTE: After you create, you cannot modify the name of a CIFS share.

Shared Directory — Directory to share. The directory name can contain up to 
256 characters, including one preceding slash. After you create, you cannot 
modify the name of a directory. The full path for a CIFS share can contain up 
to 511 characters, including additional slashes.

Alt+I

 

Alt+S

Alt+H

NOTE: If an antivirus server has been configured on the NAS cluster, CIFS shares created will use the 
default antivirus settings as defined in the NAS cluster configuration.

Modifying a NAS Container Data Reduction Settings

NOTE: To edit data reduction settings of an existing NAS container, you must have the administrator 
(grpadmin) privileges.

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the lower-left corner of left pane, click Manage NAS container and share ( ).

A list of NAS clusters is displayed in the upper-left corner of the left pane.

3. Double-click NAS cluster which has the NAS container whose data reduction property must be 
created.

A list of available local containers is displayed.

4. In the Activities area, click Modify Settings.

5. In the Modify Settings dialog box, follow the on-screen instructions, type or select appropriate data.

For information about the fields and description in each tab, see Creating NAS Container and 
Enabling Data Reduction.

Access Permissions–Container Data Reduction

The security style defined the form in which the access rights of a file are stored. The user that gets 
mapped between Windows and Linux user databases and then the permissions are matched according to 
permission type stored with the file.
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Field Description Shortcut

NTFS Files will always be stored with Windows ACL. NFS users are not allowed to 
modify ACL.

Alt+N

UNIX Files will always be stored with Unix word permissions. CIFS users are not 
allowed to change the permissions.

Alt+U

Mixed File are stored depending on the protocol they are created (NFS will create 
Unix word and CIFS will create Windows ACL).

Alt+M

Modifying NAS Container Data Reduction Policy

NOTE: To edit data reduction policy settings of an existing NAS container, you must have the 
administrator (grpadmin) privileges.

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the lower-left corner of left pane, click Manage NAS container and share ( ).

A list of NAS clusters is displayed in the upper-left corner of the left pane.

3. Double-click NAS cluster which has the NAS container whose data reduction property must be 
edited.

A list of available local containers is displayed.

4. In the Activities area, click Modify Settings.

5. In the Modify Settings dialog box, click the Data Reduction tab, and then select the Enable data 
reduction option.
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6. Click the Modify policy button. In the Modify Data Reduction Policy dialog box, type or select the 
following information.

• Enable Deduplication: Grayed-out when data reduction is enabled. Performed on qualified data 
when data reduction is enabled on a NAS container. You cannot disable deduplication when data 
reduction is enabled. Deduplication (or dedupe) provides data reduction by eliminating redundant 
copies of data across files in a volume by keeping only one copy of unique deduplicated data. 
When the data is read, it is expanded and rehydrated in memory to its original form. The data in 
the disk space remains unchanged.

• Enable compression: Select the option to apply a Level Zero Processing System (LZPS) 
compression algorithm on an already- deduplicated data to further enhance data reduction. The 
next time the data is accessed, it is expanded and rehydrated, thereby returning to its original 
form. (To utilize this feature, when you create the NAS volume, first enable data reduction, and 
then enable compression.)

• Access time (30—365 days): Is the minimum number of days that must pass after the file was last 
accessed before data on a file can be reduced. This value must be in the range of 30—365. After 
you type a value, save the settings by clicking the Save all change symbol in the upper-right 
corner.

• Modify time (30—365 days): Is the minimum number of days that must pass after the file was last 
modified before data on a file can be reduced. This value must be in the range of 30—365. After 
you type a value, save the settings by clicking the Save all change symbol in the upper-right 
corner.

NOTE: The status of the filter is listed as File filters….disabled if the ignore-filters option 
was set through the CLI. If the status is File filters…disabled, any filters that have been 
configured through the GUI (or CLI) for Access Time or Modify Time have been disabled 
and all files are candidates for data reduction. Specifying the ignore-filters flag enables data 
reduction on a container with archive data without waiting for the minimum Access Time/
Modify Time data-follow the on-screen instructions, type or select appropriate data. For 
information about the fields and description in each tab, see the “Creating NAS Container 
and Enabling Data Reduction” section in this guide.

NAS Cluster Data Reduction

You can set data reduction properties at a NAS cluster level also. For information about data reduction, 
see NAS Container Data Reduction.

Creating Default Data Reduction Properties
NOTE: To enable or disable data reduction properties at a Cluster level, you must have the 
administrator (grpadmin) privileges.

To set default data reduction properties at an NAS cluster level:

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Group.

A list of groups is displayed in the upper-right corner of the left pane.

3. In the left pane, select a group.

Information about the group is displayed on the Group Information page in the working pane.

4. In the left pane, expand a group by double-clicking Group Configuration

A list of NAS clusters is displayed.

5. Select a NAS cluster for which you want set a reduction schedule.

Cluster data is displayed under the General tab of working pane.
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6. In the working pane, click the Data Reduction tab. Type or select appropriate data.

NAS Container Data Reduction Schedules

Data reduction occurs as a scheduled activity. A data reduction schedule is defined at the NAS cluster 
level and controls when data reduction is run on all the NAS containers that have data reduction enabled.

You can define multiple data reduction schedules at the NAS cluster level. If two or more data reduction 
schedules overlap, data reduction begins when the first schedule begins running and ends when the last 
schedule completes running. You can define up to a total of 1024 schedules on each NAS cluster. This 
total includes all defined data reduction, NAS, snapshot, and replication schedules.

You can configure a data reduction schedule to define the days and time that data reduction begins and 
ends. If you do not change the default data reduction schedule settings, data reduction will run every day, 
starting at midnight and running until 6:00 AM.

When you define a data reduction schedule:

• Specify start times and end times in a 12-hour format (such as, 03:30 PM and 07:00 AM).

• Schedule data reduction during off-peak hours to avoid potential performance impact.

When multiple containers have data reduction enabled, data reduction processes qualified files for a fixed 
amount of time starting with the first container. Processing continues on qualified files within the next 
container, and so on, until data reduction processes all qualified files on each of the enabled containers. If 
data reduction does not complete on all the enabled containers when the schedule ends, data reduction 
continues to process the remaining data when the schedule next runs.

NOTE: To avoid any potential performance impact from running a data-reduction process, define a 
schedule to run data reduction during off-peak hours.

For example, data reduction is enabled to run on the two containers, NAS_A and NAS_B, of a NAS cluster 
that is managed by one controller. When the schedule finishes running, if data reduction is being 
performed on container NAS_B, when the data reduction schedule begins running the next time, data 
reduction begins running on container NAS_B. When data reduction completes on NAS_B, the data 
reduction service begins running on container NAS_A.

Analyzing data on a container for data reduction will take a longer time than scanning and reducing the 
previously analyzed data. When defining the data reduction schedule on your system, consider when all 
files on a container need to have been analyzed for data reduction. The efficiency of the data reduction 
process is affected by the number of controllers analyzing data.

Updating NAS Cluster Data Reduction Schedule
NOTE: To edit the properties of a NAS Cluster data reduction schedule, you must have the 
administrator (grpadmin) privileges.

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Group.

A list of groups is displayed in the upper-right corner of the left pane.

3. In the left pane, select a group.

Information about the group is displayed on the Group Information page in the working pane.
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4. In the left pane, expand a group by double-clicking Group Configuration.

A list of NAS clusters is displayed.

5. In the working pane, click the Data Reduction tab.

6. In the Data Reduction Schedules section, select the schedule, and then click Modify.

7. In the Modify Data Reduction Schedule dialog box, type or select appropriate data.

8. Click OK.

The updated information is saved and becomes effective immediately.

Creating NAS Cluster Data Reduction Schedule
NOTE: To create a NAS Cluster data reduction schedule, you must have administrator (grpadmin) 
privileges.

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Group.

A list of groups is displayed in the upper-right corner of the left pane.

3. In the left pane, select a group.

Information about the group is displayed on the Group Information page in the working pane.

4. In the left pane, expand the group by double-clicking Group Configuration.

A list of NAS clusters is displayed.

5. Select a NAS cluster for which you want set a reduction schedule.

6. In the working pane, click the Data Reduction tab.

7. Under Data Reduction Schedules, click the Add link.

8. In the Create Data Reduction Schedule dialog box, type or select appropriate data.

Information about the fields in the dialog box is displayed.

9. Click OK.

A new reduction schedule is created and displayed in the Data Reduction Schedules section of the 
Data Reduction tab.

Deleting NAS Cluster Data Reduction Schedule
NOTE: To delete a NAS Cluster data reduction schedule, you must have the administrator 
(grpadmin) privileges.

NOTE: Dell recommends that you not delete the default schedule.

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Group.

A list of groups is displayed in the upper-right corner of the left pane.

3. In the left pane, select a group.

Information about the group is displayed on the Group Information page in the working pane.

4. In the left pane, expand a group by clicking Group Configuration.

A list of NAS clusters is displayed.

5. Select a NAS cluster whose reduction schedule must be deleted.

6. In the working pane, click the Data Reduction tab.
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7. In the Data Reduction Schedules section, click Delete.

The following message is displayed asking whether or not you want to delete a schedule.

Do you want to delete schedule <schedule name>?

8. Click, Yes.

The reduction schedule is deleted and the Data Reduction Schedules section of the Data Reduction 
tab is updated.
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9
Diagnose and Resolve NAS Cluster and PS 
Series Issues
If you have to work with Tech Support to resolve an issue related to a PS Series or a NAS cluster, you can 
provide the Tech Support team with necessary data to facilitate successful troubleshooting of the issue 
without having to install software or download tools from Dell support site. You can send the report from 
an alternate system and be certain that the data collected from your server is not viewable by non-
authorized individuals during the transmission to Tech Support. The report is generated in the standard 
tar.gz format.

To diagnose and solve a problem on a NAS cluster, you must accurately determine the source of the 
problem. The first thing to do is to determine if the problem is hardware- or software-related. It is 
important to replace failed hardware as soon as possible. If a controller that is part of an intact NAS 
controller pair becomes unavailable (for example, if the controller has no power, has failed, or is 
disconnected from the network), the controller pair is degraded.

Although the NAS cluster is still operational, you cannot perform most service modifications until you 
detach the failed controller from the controller pair. It is important to determine if the problem resides in 
the PS series group, the NAS controllers, the network configuration, or the client configuration. The 
following tasks are useful:

• Review the PS Series group event log, which contains events related to a NAS cluster, including the 
service itself, the NAS controllers, NAS containers, CIFS shares, and NFS exports.

• Be aware of the NAS cluster alarms, which help you to identify and correct problems before any 
operations are affected.

• Contact Dell Customer Support for assistance in running and interpreting online or offline diagnostics, 
which can provide valuable information.

The diagnostics collected provide the support personnel with the following information:

• FluidFS Cluster Information

• Basic FluidFS cluster information -site configuration information, client network parameters, and 
Ethernet connections.

• System version information -model, version and date.

• Bios version for each controller.

• FluidFS system health status.

• List of services that appear to have problems.

• General Diagnostic Information -provides a brief summary of the system.

• Quick Diagnostics -runs multiple commands at one time.

• Network Tools -verifies network settings, NIC information.
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• Disk Tools -SAN discovery IP address, current iSCSI session information, current number of logins, 
multi-path disk configuration information, and a list of disk devices.

You can generate a diagnostics report by using commands entered at the command line interface. For 
information about the commands, see the Dell EqualLogic Group Manager Command Line Interface (CLI) 
Guide available at the support site.

Generating PS Series and NAS Cluster Diagnostics 
Reports

NOTE: To generate diagnostics reports, you must have the administrator (grpadmin) privileges.

To generate a diagnostics report:

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Tools.

A list of tasks that you can perform is displayed.

3. Click Diagnostics reports.

4. In the Generate and email diagnostics dialog box, follow the on-screen instructions, type or select 
appropriate data in the dialog box.

Getting Started

Field Description Shortcut

Case Number Type an appropriate case number that you received from the Dell support 
team. If you do not have a number, leave the box blank.

Alt+M

Generate PS 
Series 
diagnostics

Select the option to run the diagnostics on individual controllers on each 
array. These reports are automatically generated and stored on the array 
and can be emailed to your Dell Customer Support representative.

Generate NAS 
cluster 
diagnostics

Select the option to run on all controllers. These NAS cluster diagnostic 
reports are automatically generated and stored on the array. Because of 
the size of these reports, they cannot be emailed to your Dell Customer 
Support representative, but can be retrieved by File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 
or SecureCP (SCP).

Select Members

Field Description Shortcut

Member Lists the members that are part of your PS group. Select the option to the right 
of a member to indicate that the diagnostics report must be generated for the 
member.

None
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Report Destination

Field Description Shortcut

Send reports 
to your 
support 
provider

Select the option to indicate that the diagnostics report must be sent to 
your support provider. To specify this destination, you must have 
configured an SMTP server. Else, the following message is displayed.

To send reports by email, you must configure an SMTP server.

1. To configure an SMTP server, click Configure SMTP.

2. In the Configure email dialog box, in the SMTP servers section, select 
a server. 

For more information about adding, updating, or deleting an SMTP 
server, see the later sections in this guide.

3. In the Sender email address, type an appropriate email address, and 
then click OK.

NOTE: To move the list up and down in the SMTP servers section, 
click Up or Down appropriately.

Alt+S

 

Send reports 
to other email 
addresses

Select the option to indicate that the diagnostics report must be sent to 
specified email addresses.

Email address 1: Mandatory. Type an appropriate email address.

Email address 2: Optional. Type an appropriate email address.

NOTE: At a time, you can send the diagnostics reports to both your 
support provider and any other two email addresses.

FTP/SCP Lists the FTP/SCP servers that are available for configuration.

Report Destination–NAS Cluster

Field Description Shortcut

Email If the diagnostics report file size is greater than 1.2GB, the report is sent to the 
destination through an email message.

FTP Indicates the FTP server IP address to which the report is sent.

Summary–Diagnostics Report

The Summary screen displays the settings you selected for generating and sending the diagnostics report. 
Read the information carefully, and then click Finish. A diagnostics report is generated and saved on the 
FTP server as mentioned in the notification in the Summary tab.
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Adding SMTP Server
1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Tools.

A list of tasks that you can perform is displayed.

3. Click Diagnostics reports.

The Welcome wizard is displayed.

4. In the Generate and email diagnostics dialog box, follow the on-screen instructions, type or select 
appropriate data in the dialog box.

5. In the PS Series Diagnostics–Report Destination wizard, click Configure SMTP.

6. In the Configure email dialog box, click Add.

7. In the Add SMTP server dialog box, type the IP address of the SMTP server.

8. In Port, type the port number to which the network connection must be started. To use the default 
port, click use default port.

9. Click OK.

The SMTP server is added and listed in the SMTP servers list.

Modifying SMTP Server Properties 
1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Tools.

A list of tasks that you can perform is displayed.

3. Click Diagnostics reports.

The Welcome wizard is displayed.

4. In the Generate and email diagnostics dialog box, follow the on-screen instructions.

5. In the PS Series Diagnostics–Report Destination wizard, click Configure SMTP.

6. In the Configure email dialog box, under the SMTP servers list, select the SMTP server, and then click 
Modify.

7. In the Modify SMTP server dialog box, edit the IP address of the SMTP server.

8. In Port, edit the port number to which the connected must be started.

9. Click OK.

The SMTP server properties are updated and listed in the SMTP servers list.

Deleting SMTP Server 
1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Tools.

A list of tasks that you can perform is displayed.

3. Click Diagnostics reports.

The Welcome wizard is displayed.

4. In the Generate and email diagnostics dialog box, follow the on-screen instructions.

5. In the PS Series Diagnostics–Report Destination wizard, click Configure SMTP.

6. In the Configure email dialog box, under the SMTP servers list, select the SMTP server, and then click 
Delete.
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7. The following message is displayed.

Do you want to delete <TCP/SCP server IP address>?

8. Click Yes. The server is deleted from the list and the SMTP servers section is updated.
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10
NFS Netgroups
An NFS (Network File System) export provides an effective way of sharing files and data across networks. 
FluidFS provides support for the CIFS and NFS protocols. NFS is the network file sharing protocol 
associated with the Linux and UNIX operating systems. You can configure netgroups that contain single 
IP address, network subnet, and domain name, and then set restrictions so that only specific netgroups 
can access an NFS export. An NFS export can be accessed by using using NFS v3 or NFS v4.

Deploying network file sharing with regards to access protocols:

• Homogeneous—all file sharing is done through a single protocol, as in a Windows-only file sharing 
environment.

• Heterogeneous—both CIFS and NFS clients access files and directories.

NOTE: 

• In order to use NFS protocol UDP traffic on port 2049 must be allowed between a client and the 
NAS cluster.

• Any files or directories stored in a FluidFS NAS volume includes metadata that saves access 
permissions to the file or directory.

Accessing an NFS Export
NFS v3 version depends on client authentication services. on UNIX-based systems, a root user or pseudo 
user can use the NFS mount command to connect remote file systems to local servers. During an NFS 
session, each operation is verified using the users UID (user ID) and GID (group ID). FluidFS queries the 
directory services configured to obtain the group membership of the UID provided. NFS v4 version uses 
Kerberos authentication services.

A root user must mount the NFS export, and then grant permissions to the exported directories and files 

so that other users can access them. To set the ownership and permissions for an export, do the 
following:

NOTE: Netgroup is one of the benefits of using Network Information System (NIS) or Lightweight 
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). A netgroup can be a group of users, hosts, and another 
netgroups that is formed by nesting users who are already a part of another netgroup.

1. For security, root access to an NFS export is not allowed from all clients and must be limited to one 
IP address or a subnet where the root user resides.

Enter the result of your step here (optional).

2. Administrators make sure that the NFS export has read-write permissions, as appropriate. Also, make 
sure that the trusted user setting is All.

NOTE: You cannot enable access to all users from all the client servers. You must define a client 
server that allows root access, and then configure ownership and permissions from the root 
server.
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3. From a Linux or UNIX client, enter the showmount command to display the NFS exports hosted by 
the NAS service: showmount --exports NAS_client_network_VIP.

4. As a root user, to mount the NFS export, specify the NAS client network VIP address, the NAS 
container name, and the export path you obtained by using the showmount command. Then 
designate the local mount point:mount [options] NAS_client_network_VIP:/
NAS_container_name/export_path mount_path

5. Dell recommends the following options: hard,tcp,nfsvers=3,nfsvers=4, 
timeo=3,retrans=10,rsize=32768,wsize=32768

6. For the NFS export, you can enter the appropriate owner, group, and permissions. Use the chown, 
chgrp, and chmod commands, respectively.

Creating an NFS Export

NOTE: To create an NFS export, you must have the administrator (grpadmin) privileges.

To create an NFS export:

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the lower-left corner of left pane, click Manage NAS container and share ( ).

A list of NAS clusters is displayed in the upper-left corner of the left pane.

3. Double-click NAS cluster which has the NAS container.

A list of available local containers is displayed.

4. Select the container in which you want to create an NFS export.

Information about the container is displayed in the working pane under the Status tab.

5. In the Activities area, under Shares, click Create NFS export. Else, right-click a container, and then 
select Create NFS export.

The Create NFS export dialog box is displayed.

6. In General settings, enter an appropriate name for the NFS export and directory, and then select an 
appropriate NFS file ID compatibility.

NOTE: The Next button in this dialog box will be inactive until you enter data in the mandatory 
fields identified by a red asterisk (*).

NOTE: In NFS v3 and later versions, all file IDs are 64-bit. However, some older applications 
cannot properly handle file IDs where the upper 32 bits are utilized. To solve this issue, you can 
use either 32-bit or 64-bit file ID compatibility. The file ID remains 64-bit, but only the lower 32 
bits are utilized. Using 32-bit file ID compatibility provides maximum client compatibility. It 
works with both legacy applications and new applications. 64-bit file ID compatibility is used for 
clients where 64-bit file IDs are acceptable and where the set of files available in the system is 
very large.
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7. In Access Permissions, select appropriate options to:

• define the clients who must access the NFS export. To enable the clients in a Netgroup to access 
an NFS export, select All clients in Netgroup, and then type the netgroup name.

• set the range to which the access permissions must apply.

• set the access-level permission.

NOTE: You cannot enable access to all users from all the client servers. You must define a client 
server that allows root access, and then configure ownership and permissions from the root 
server.

8. Click Next.

9. In Summary, information is displayed about the NFS export that is created.

10. To copy the information to a text file, and then save your settings for future references, click Copy.

11. Click Finish to save your selections. Click Back to make changes.

An NFS export folder is created and displayed under the NFS Exports tab. For information about the 
field descriptions, see the online help by clicking the question mark (?) icon in the upper-right corner 
of the page.

Modifying an NFS Export

NOTE: To edit an NFS export, you must have the Group administrator (grpadmin) privileges.

To edit the properties of an NFS export:

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your Group administrator login ID and password.

2. In the lower-left corner of left pane, click Manage NAS container and share ( ).

A list of NAS clusters is displayed in the upper-left corner of the left pane.

3. Double-click NAS cluster which has the NAS container in which you want to edit an NFS Export.

A list of available local containers is displayed.

4. Select the container in which you want to edit an NFS export.

Information about the container is displayed in the working pane under the Status tab.

5. To view a list of NFS exports available in the selected container, click NFS Exports.

A list of NFS exports available in the NAS container is displayed in the working pane.

6. In the working pane, right-click the NFS export, and then select Modify NFS Export.

7. Else, in the working pane, select the NFS export, in the Activities area, under Shares, click Modify 
NFS export.

The Modify NFS export dialog box is displayed.

8. In General settings, you can edit only the NFS file ID compatibility property and directory name. You 
cannot change the name of an NFS export.

NOTE: The OK button in this dialog box appears grayed-out until you enter data in the 
mandatory fields identified by a red asterisk (*).
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9. In Access Permissions, select appropriate options to edit the:

• clients that must access the NFS export

• access-level permissions

• IP address range to which the user rights must be assigned

10. To change permissions-related properties, click the Permissions tab.

11. Click OK.

The NFS export properties are updated and displayed under the NFS Exports tab. For information 
about the field descriptions, see the online help by clicking the question mark (?) symbol in the 
upper-right corner of the page.

NOTE: If you create an NFS export as part of creating a NAS container, you must modify the 
export to change the access and security settings.

Deleting NFS Export

NOTE: To delete an NFS export, you must have the administrator (grpadmin) privileges.

To edit the properties of an NFS export:

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the lower-left corner of left pane, click Manage NAS container and share.

A list of NAS clusters is displayed in the upper-left corner of the left pane.

3. Double-click NAS cluster which has the NAS container in which you want to edit.

A list of available local containers is displayed.

4. Select the container in which you want to delete an NFS export.

Information about the container is displayed in the working pane under the Status tab.

5. To view a list of NFS export available in the selected container, click NFS Exports.

A list of NFS export available in the NAS container is displayed in the working pane.

6. In the working pane, right-click the NFS export, and then select Delete NFS Export. Else, in the 
working pane, select the NFS export, in the Activities area, under Shares, click Delete NFS export.

The Delete NFS export dialog box is displayed with the following message.

Do you want to delete NFS export <NFS export name>?

7. Click, Yes.

The NFS export is deleted and the NFS Exports section is updated.
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11
Client Networks
The client network is used to provide client access to the CIFS shares and NFS exports. The client 
network is assigned one or more virtual IP addresses (VIPs) that allow clients to access the NAS Cluster as 
a single entity. The client VIP also enables load balancing between NAS controllers, and ensures failover 
in the event of a NAS controller failure.

NOTE: Dell recommends that you connect all the client network interfaces and distribute the 
connections across stacked network switches for high availability.

NOTE: Dell recommends that you separate the client and SAN network to avoid:

• Congestion caused by client traffic and storage traffic passing over one network

• Issues related to static routes configuration.

You can configure up to eight secondary or additional client networks on your NAS cluster. This allows 
you greater flexibility to allow client traffic to be separated and secured. You can configure VLANS for 
each client network available in the NAS cluster.

If the client network is a routed network, you can modify the client network configuration and add more 
NAS cluster IP addresses for additional DNS load balancing across multiple client networks. The total 
number of NAS cluster IP addresses depends on the bonding mode and NAS appliance models.

A default Gateway IP address, Bonding Mode, and MTU is configured for all the client networks. You 
cannot configure a unique default Gateway IP address, Bonding Mode, and MTU for individual client 
networks.

If client access to the NAS Cluster is not through a router (the network has a "flat" topology), you can 
define one client VIP per NAS controller. If clients access the FluidFS system through a router, define a 
client VIP for each client interface port per NAS controller.

Optimal Virtual IP Assignment

To optimize availability and performance, client connections are load balanced across the available NAS 
controllers. NAS controllers in a NAS Cluster operate simultaneously. If one NAS controller fails, clients 
are automatically failed over to the remaining controllers. When failover occurs, some CIFS clients 
reconnect automatically, while in other cases, a CIFS application might fail, and the user must restart it. 
NFS clients experience a temporary pause during failover, but client network traffic resumes 
automatically.

You must configure the client network Virtual IPs for optimal load balancing. If you do not optimally 
configure the client network Virtual IPs, the system prompts you to assign an optimal number of Virtual IP 
addresses for the client network. Use the following guidelines to set up an optimal number of VIPs:
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Bonding Mode Cluster Configuration Optimal VIPs

ALB Mode Cluster with 2 FS7x00 Controllers 8

ALB Mode Cluster with 4 FS7610 Controllers 8

LACP Mode Cluster with 4 FS7500 Controllers 4

NOTE: You can auto fill the VIPs for the client network and NAS controllers IP addresses.

Accessing an NFS Export
NFS v3 version depends on client authentication services. on UNIX-based systems, a root user or pseudo 
user can use the NFS mount command to connect remote file systems to local servers. During an NFS 
session, each operation is verified using the users UID (user ID) and GID (group ID). FluidFS queries the 
directory services configured to obtain the group membership of the UID provided. NFS v4 version uses 
Kerberos authentication services.

A root user must mount the NFS export, and then grant permissions to the exported directories and files 

so that other users can access them. To set the ownership and permissions for an export, do the 
following:

NOTE: Netgroup is one of the benefits of using Network Information System (NIS) or Lightweight 
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). A netgroup can be a group of users, hosts, and another 
netgroups that is formed by nesting users who are already a part of another netgroup.

1. For security, root access to an NFS export is not allowed from all clients and must be limited to one 
IP address or a subnet where the root user resides.

Enter the result of your step here (optional).

2. Administrators make sure that the NFS export has read-write permissions, as appropriate. Also, make 
sure that the trusted user setting is All.

NOTE: You cannot enable access to all users from all the client servers. You must define a client 
server that allows root access, and then configure ownership and permissions from the root 
server.

3. From a Linux or UNIX client, enter the showmount command to display the NFS exports hosted by 
the NAS service: showmount --exports NAS_client_network_VIP.

4. As a root user, to mount the NFS export, specify the NAS client network VIP address, the NAS 
container name, and the export path you obtained by using the showmount command. Then 
designate the local mount point:mount [options] NAS_client_network_VIP:/
NAS_container_name/export_path mount_path

5. Dell recommends the following options: hard,tcp,nfsvers=3,nfsvers=4, 
timeo=3,retrans=10,rsize=32768,wsize=32768

6. For the NFS export, you can enter the appropriate owner, group, and permissions. Use the chown, 
chgrp, and chmod commands, respectively.
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Viewing or Modifying a Client Network
To view or modify an existing client network in a NAS cluster:

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Group.

A list of groups is displayed.

3. In the left pane, select a group.

Information about the group is displayed on the Group Information page in the working pane.

4. In the left pane, to expand a group, double-click Group Configuration.

A list of NAS clusters is displayed.

5. Select the NAS cluster which holds Client subnet that you want to modify.

6. In the working pane, select the Network tab.

7. Under Client Network, select the relevant Client network and click Modify.

The Modify client network dialog is displayed.

8. You can modify the following fields:

• Name

NOTE: You cannot modify the name of a Primary Client Network.

• Netmask

• Use VLAN Tagging 

• VLAN ID (1 – 4094)

• Virtual IP addresses

• NAS Controller IP addresses

9. Modify the relevant fields and click OK.

The client network details are updated and displayed under Client Network in the Network tab.

Deleting a Client Network 
To delete an existing client network in a NAS cluster:

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Group.

A list of groups is displayed.

NOTE: You cannot delete a Primary Client Network.

3. In the left pane, select a group.

Information about the group is displayed on the Group Information page in the working pane.

4. In the left pane, to expand a group, double click Group Configuration.

A list of NAS clusters is displayed.

5. Select the NAS cluster which holds the Client network that you want to delete.

6. In the working pane, select the Network tab.

7. Under Client Network, select the relevant Client network and click Delete.

The Delete client network dialog is displayed.
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8. To delete the selected client network, click Yes.

The client network is deleted from the NAS cluster and removed from the Client Network in the 
Network tab.

9. To cancel, click No.

Modifying Client Network Properties
Default values for Gateway IP address, Bonding Mode, and MTU are shared among all the client networks 
for a NAS cluster. Depending on the bonding mode selection, a message prompts you about the change 
in the number of virtual IP addresses for your client networks and the need to change the virtual IP 
address settings for each client network to ensure that the load balancing is optimal. To modify the client 
network properties:

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Group.

A list of groups is displayed.

3. In the left pane, select a group.

Information about the group is displayed on the Group Information page in the working pane.

4. In the left pane, to expand a group, double-click Group Configuration.

A list of NAS clusters is displayed.

5. Select the NAS cluster whose client network properties you want to modify.

You can modify:

• Default Gateway 

• MTU size 

• Bonding Mode 

NOTE: When you change the bonding mode of a client network, the optimal number of 
VIPs is changed. To retain optimal configuration settings, you must manually modify the 
VIPs of each client network.

6. Click OK.

The default client network configuration is updated for each client network.

Adding Additional NAS Controllers
To add a NAS controller pair:

1. Log in to Dell EqualLogic Group Manager by using your administrator login ID and password.

2. In the left pane, click Group.

A list of groups is displayed.

3. In the left pane, select a group.

Information about the group is displayed on the Group Information page in the working pane.

4. In the left pane, to expand a group, double-click Group Configuration.

A list of NAS clusters is displayed.

5. Select the NAS cluster to which you want to add the NAS controller pair.

6. Click Add NAS controller pair.

After the NAS devices are discovered, the available NAS controllers are displayed in the Add NAS 
controller pair dialog box.
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7. In the list of discovered devices, select the service tag numbers of the NAS controllers you are 
adding.

FS7600 or FS7610 controller pairs share common service tag identification:

• number-1

• number-2

8. On the Add NAS controller pair dialog, click Add NAS controller pair.

The Configure NAS cluster wizard is displayed.

9. On the Getting Started tab, click Next.

The Cluster Settings tab is displayed.

10. In Name, enter an appropriate name.

11. Under Client properties, enter the:

• Default Gateway 

• MTU size 

• Bonding Mode 

12. Click Next.

The Client Network tab is displayed.

13. In Name, enter an appropriate name for the new client network.

14. Under Network Settings, in Netmask, enter the client network netmask IP address.

15. To assign a VLAN tag to the client network, select the Use VLAN tagging option.

16. In VLAN ID (1 – 4094), enter an appropriate VLAN ID.

17. Under Virtual IP addresses, enter the IP addresses for the client network.

NOTE: You must enter at least one IP address and at most 8 IP addresses.

18. To automatically enter virtual IP addresses based on the first IP address entered, click Auto fill.

All the IP address fields are filled based on the first IP address that you enter.

19. Under NAS Controller IP addresses, enter the IP address for the NAS controllers.

20. To automatically enter IP addresses based on the first IP address entered, click Auto fill.

All the IP address fields are filled based on the first IP address that you enter.

The system prompts you to ensure that you define an optimal number of virtual IP addresses.

21. Click Next.

The SAN Network tab is displayed.

22. Enter the following SAN network information:

• Group IP address 

• NAS cluster management IP address 

• Netmask 

23. To automatically enter virtual IP addresses based on the first IP address entered, click Auto fill.

All the IP address fields are filled based on the first IP address that you enter.

24. Click Next.

The Summary tab is displayed.
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25. In the Summary tab, you can:

• Click the Copy link and save the summary information in a text file.

• Click Back to return to a previous screen to verify the NAS controller information.

• Click Finish to add the NAS controller pair.

A message prompts you that "The number of virtual IP address will not be modified 
as part of the Add Pair operation. Foe optimal load balancing you will need 
to modify the virtual IP settings for each client network. This can be done 
once the add pair operation had completed."

26. Click OK.

The NAS Cluster section is updated to display the new additional NAS controllers.
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